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Purpose: To develop a self-administered diagnostic screening questionnaire for lumbar 
spinal stenosis (LSS) consisting of items with high content validity and to investigate the 
diagnostic value of the questionnaire and the items.
Patients and Methods: A self-reported diagnostic LSS screening questionnaire was 
developed based on items from the existing literature describing key symptoms of LSS. 
The screening questionnaire (index test) was to be tested in a cohort of patients with 
persistent lumbar and/or leg pain recruited from a Danish publicly funded outpatient sec-
ondary care spine clinic with clinicians performing the reference test. However, to avoid 
unnecessary collection of data if the screening questionnaire proved to be of limited value, a 
case–control design was incorporated into the cohort design including an interim analysis. 
Additional cases for the case–control study were recruited at two Danish publicly funded 
spine surgery departments. Prevalence, sensitivity, specificity and diagnostic odds ratio (OR) 
were calculated for each individual item, and AUC (area under the curve) was calculated to 
examine the performance of the full questionnaire.
Results: A 13-item Danish questionnaire was developed and tested in 153 cases and 230 
controls. The interim analysis was not in favour of continuing the cohort study, and therefore, 
only results from the case–control study are reported. There was a positive association for all 
items except the presence of back pain. However, the association was only moderate with 
ORs up to 3.3. When testing the performance of the whole questionnaire, an AUC of 0.72 
was reached with a specificity of 20% for a fixed sensitivity of 95%.
Conclusion: The items were associated with LSS and therefore have some potential to 
identify LSS patients. However, the association was not strong enough to provide sufficient 
accuracy for a diagnostic tool. Additional dimensions of symptoms of LSS need identifica-
tion to obtain a reliable questionnaire for screening purposes.
Keywords: lumbar spinal stenosis, neurogenic claudication, diagnostic screening, 
questionnaire

Introduction
Neurogenic claudication is the main symptom of lumbar spinal stenosis (LSS). It is 
described as lower limb pain and neurological symptoms increased by walking and 
with symptom relieve when sitting or flexing the spine.1 Additional symptoms can 
include numbness, fatigue, impaired balance, muscle weakness and back pain.2 LSS 
refers to spinal osteoarthritis that narrows the central spinal canal, the lateral recess 
or the intervertebral foramen. The decrease in the total area of the spinal canal can 
lead to compression of the associated neurovascular structures and inflammation of 
soft tissue structures which can cause neurogenic claudication.3 The anatomical 
changes are seen on Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) which is often used in the 
diagnosis of LSS, as it can provide information on the presence and extent of 
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degenerative spinal disease.4 However, radiologically ver-
ified narrowing of the spinal canal is often found in 
asymptomatic people, ie the association between MRI 
findings and clinical symptoms is weak.5,6

LSS seems to be a highly prevalent condition although 
the precise prevalence is unknown. In a study estimating the 
number of people over 60 years of age with LSS in the 
general population, the prevalence ranged from 18–49% 
depending on the diagnostic criteria used.7 The prevalence 
of LSS increases with age due to the degenerative nature of 
the condition.8 With a growing senior population in most 
western countries, the number of people with pain and dis-
ability due to LSS will expand and simple ways to detect 
patients as early as possible become more and more neces-
sary to keep the impact on patients, society and health care 
costs at a minimum. One of the challenges in establishing the 
prevalence is the lack of a valid and reliable gold standard 
for LSS.

In 2007, Konno et al9 developed a 10-question diag-
nostic support tool (SSHQ) to distinguish LSS from 
other specific diagnoses of leg pain by means of a 
self-reported history questionnaire. In a more recent 
study from 2016, Aizawa et al10 developed a 15-ques-
tion diagnostic support tool designed to distinguish 
between LSS or lumbar disc herniation in patients with 
leg symptoms. The questionnaire was reported to per-
form well on this task with sensitivity and specificity for 
LSS calculated to be 93% and 85% and an area under 
the curve (AUC) of 0.95 (95% CI 0.93 to 0.97). To our 
knowledge, no diagnostic screening questionnaire 
designed to identify LSS patients in a general clinical 
population of patients with chronic low back pain and/or 
leg pain has been developed.

The aim of this project was to develop and test a 
self-administered diagnostic screening questionnaire 
for patients with LSS. The specific objectives were 1) 
to define a set of items characterized by high content 
validity and applicability in a self-administered ques-
tionnaire, 2) to investigate the diagnostic value of these 
items when included in a diagnostic screening 
questionnaire.

Methods
This study was reported according to Standards for the 
Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (STARD).11,12 

The protocol was registered on ClinicalTrials.gov (https:// 
clinicaltrials.gov/show/NCT03910335).

Development of the Screening 
Questionnaire
The screening questionnaire was developed based on a lit-
erature search and qualitative semi-structured interviews.

Literature Search
Screening questionnaires including symptoms of LSS have 
already been developed10,13 and an International Delphi 
Study has reached a consensus on clinical diagnosis of 
LSS.2 Therefore, we did not repeat the process of identify-
ing relevant history questions of LSS. A literature search 
was performed to identify papers reporting on diagnostic 
criteria of LSS and a broad spectrum of existing diagnostic 
screening questions was identified.

Item Development
The total number of existing diagnostic questions from the 
identified literature was reduced by merging questions 
covering the same topic, removing questions with direct 
overlap and excluding questions not directly associated 
with LSS symptoms or requiring a physical examination. 
The resulting list of pre-final screening questions was 
translated from English to Danish.

Pilot Test
Face validity of the questionnaire was assessed by conducting 
semi-structured interviews with LSS patients. Patients 
assessed the final questions and they were interviewed about 
their understanding of the phrasing, the appropriateness of the 
questions in relation to LSS symptoms and if symptoms were 
covered sufficiently. Patients participating in the interviews 
were recruited by the examining clinicians at an outpatient 
public spine clinic, and one of the authors (RKJ) conducted the 
interviews. Interview duration was on average 30 minutes and 
was conducted person-to-person. After interviewing four 
patients no new answers emerged and the interviews were 
discontinued. Based on the feedback from this process, a 
final version of the screening questionnaire was developed.

Evaluation of the Screening 
Questionnaire
Design
The screening questionnaire was planned to be evaluated by 
designing a prospective cohort study in a relevant clinical 
population. However, due to an expected low prevalence of 
LSS (approx. 10%), a large sample size was required to recruit 
a sufficient number of cases. We regarded it as unethical and 
inconvenient to force patients to answer questionnaires and 
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medical staff to collect data on hundreds of patients if the 
screening questionnaire proved to be of limited value. 
Therefore, a “proof of concept” study with a case–control 
design was built into the cohort study based on sampling 
additional cases. This allows for a first judgement of the 
usefulness of the items with a rather small sample, even if 
we overestimate the accuracy due to adding more extreme 
cases than to be expected within the cohort. In case of the 
failure of such a proof, the cohort study could be terminated. 
The study design is illustrated in Figure 1.

Study Setting
The cohort study was performed at a Danish publicly funded 
outpatient secondary care spine clinic (“Spine Centre of 
Southern Denmark, medical department”). Patients with per-
sistent spinal pain or suspicion of pain related to the spine are 
referred to the Spine Centre from general physicians and 
chiropractors in primary care if they have received relevant 
non-surgical treatment without achieving the expected effect. 
Patients who visit the medical department fill out a standar-
dised evaluation form in a clinical registry (SpineData).14 

SpineData is an internet-based system that captures patient 
data electronically at the point of clinical contact. The patient 
fills out the evaluation form either the day before their visit to 
the medical department or in the waiting room before the first 
contact with a clinician.

For the case–control study, patients with LSS (addi-
tional cases) were recruited from the two spine surgery 

departments in the Region of Southern Denmark. One was 
located at the Spine Centre of Southern Denmark, and the 
other was located at the department of neurosurgery at 
Odense University Hospital (OUH).

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
We used three inclusion criteria to define the target 
population:

● Pain in the lumbar spine and/or leg(s) as primary 
complaint

● Able to read and write Danish
● Age above 50

Due to the degenerative nature of LSS, the prevalence 
increases with age and is not often seen in patients under 
the age of 507 which is why an age restriction was chosen.

Patient Eligibility and Data Collection
Medical Department 
All patients were screened for potential inclusion, based on 
the data registered in the standard electronic questionnaire. 
From this data we were able to check the age, the ability to 
read and write Danish and the primary complaint which the 
patient indicated by choosing the primary area of pain in an 
electronic pain drawing. Any patient found eligible for parti-
cipation in the study, was automatically referred to the LSS 
screening questionnaire (index-test). Written consent for par-
ticipation was collected electronically.

A group of volunteering clinicians participated in the data 
collection. They covered approximately 20% to 25% of the 
workload of the medical department and had from 3 to 20 
years of experience in diagnosing patients with leg and/or back 
pain. The clinicians were instructed on how to perform the 
reference test. Patients referred to the medical department 
were randomly assigned to clinicians’ consultation schedule 
and were only included in the study if they were examined by 
one of the selected clinicians. Therefore, not all patients who 
filled out an index test were included in the study population. 
However, the consecutive referral of patients from primary 
care to the medical department at the Spine Centre as well as 
the standard procedure for allocating patients to clinicians’ 
consultation schedule was not changed during the study per-
iod. If a patient fulfilled the inclusion criteria, an automatic 
pop-up message would appear on the clinician’s screen as a 
reminder to fill out the reference test when examining the 
patient. The results of the index test were not available to the 
clinicians performing the reference test.

Figure 1 Illustration of study design. The arrow (dark green) illustrates the cohort study 
conducted at the medical department and the area with the dotted line illustrates the 
case–control study build into the cohort study. The light green area illustrates the 
additional cases collected at surgical departments for the purpose of the case–control 
study only.
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After the clinical contact with the patient, the clinician 
filled out a questionnaire with a predefined list of clinical 
symptoms including a diagnosis using a module of the 
electronic database “SpineData” developed for the purpose 
of this study.

Surgical Departments 
The two surgical departments were able to offer participa-
tion in the study to patients if they were scheduled for 
decompression surgery due to LSS. Cases recruited from 
the surgical departments filled out a paper version of the 
questionnaire and gave written consent for participation. A 
project nurse at each of the surgical departments distrib-
uted and collected the questionnaires and ensured that 
patients filled them out independently of hospital staff.

Patient Categorisation 

Reference Standard. There is no available gold standard 
for diagnosing LSS and the diagnosis is therefore based on 
expert opinion. Patients were categorised as LSS-patients 
by the clinician if they had clinical symptoms of LSS 
(neurogenic claudication) based on diagnostic criteria in 
line with the recent suggestions of clinical diagnosis of 
LSS.2,15,16 The diagnosis of neurogenic claudication is a 
clinical assessment primarily based on key items of the 
case history and ruling out the differential diagnosis by a 
clinical examination.

Key symptoms for neurogenic claudication included i) 
pain, motor or sensory disturbance in one or both legs or 
buttock(s) while walking and standing, ii) forward flexion 
of the spine relieves symptoms and, iii) symptom relieve 
when sitting. In case a clinical examination indicates i) 
vascular claudication, ii) cox arthrosis, iii) radiculopathy 
due to disc herniation, iv) greater trochanteric pain syn-
drome or v) peripheral neuropathy, LSS is typically 
ruled out.

No data on the reference standard were collected at the 
surgical departments, as it was implicit that patients await-
ing surgery for LSS would have clinical symptoms of LSS.
Case History. In a clinical consultation, the case history is 
obtained by a dialogue between patient and clinician, with 
the clinician asking open questions about symptoms, eg 
“Can you describe your symptoms?”, “Are there factors or 
activities that will worsen your symptoms?”, “Are there 
situations or positions that relieve your symptoms?”, etc. If 
the patient does not describe a classic picture of neuro-
genic claudication such as relieving symptoms by leaning 

forward or flexing the spine, the clinician will often ask 
more specific questions about the movement but without 
providing the patient with the “right” answer, eg “Does it 
change your symptoms when you bend forward?”, “Are 
the symptoms worse, better or unchanged when you bend 
forward?”. Also, the clinician would show the patient the 
movement or ask the patient to flex the spine and to notice 
any change in the symptoms when doing so.
Clinical Examination. Patients with neurogenic claudica-
tion will often have normal examination findings. 
Sometimes extension will provoke leg symptoms and if 
the symptoms are severe, there can be neurological deficits 
such as sensory disturbance or reduced muscle strength in 
the legs. The clinical examination is also used to rule out 
differential diagnosis. Vascular claudication can mimic the 
symptoms and are considered in the case history (relieve 
of symptoms with discontinuation of walking without sit-
ting or leaning forward, worsening of symptoms when 
biking) but also by examining pulses in legs and feet. 
Other potential differential diagnoses such as hip arthritis 
and greater trochanteric pain syndrome were tested by 
specific clinical examination tests. In addition, peripheral 
neuropathy was evaluated based on the case history and 
examination findings, and additional neurophysiological 
tests were obtained if necessary.

Variables of Interest
Data Collected from the Patient 
The following data were extracted from SpineData: Date, 
Index test, age (in 5-year intervals), sex, physical function 
measured by Oswestry Disability Index (ODI),17,18 back- 
and leg pain measured on an 11-point numerical rating 
scale (NRS),19 and level of physical activity measured by 
means of the question “What is the intensity of the physi-
cal activity in your recreational activities?” with four 
options (1: “I normally sit and read, watch television, go 
to the movies, or spend my leisure time with quieter 
activity”, 2: “I walk, take short trips on the bicycle or do 
other kinds of physical activities at least 4 hours a week”, 
3: “I am an active sportsperson, I run, swim, play tennis/ 
badminton at least 3 hours a week. If I do not participate in 
sports, I often do heavy gardening or other demanding 
leisure time activities, so I belong to this group too”, or 
4: “I participate in competition sports or swim, bike, or run 
long distances several times a week”). Also, information 
on the work situation was collected with the following 
question: “What is your present work situation?” (1: 
“Regular job – fulltime or part time”, 2: “Subsidised 
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job”, 3: “Studying”, 4: “Undertaking work rehabilitation”, 
5: “Unemployed”, 6: “Receiving disability pension”, 7: 
“Receiving retirement pension”, 8: “Housewife or house-
husband”, 9: “Other”).

Data Collected from the Clinician 
Following the examination, the clinician provided clinical 
information and a diagnosis by answering “yes” or “no” to 
the questions described below.

Clinical information: “Does the patient have i) low 
back pain, ii) pain or sensory disturbance in one leg, iii) 
pain or sensory disturbance in both legs?”

Diagnosis: “Does the patient have symptoms of neuro-
genic claudication as described in the reference stan-
dard?”. In addition, the clinician provided information on 
the level of the diagnostic certainty measured in percen-
tages by marking a visual analogue scale from 0% to 
100% (“How sure are you of the diagnosis?”).

MRI: As neurogenic claudication is a clinical symp-
tom, the diagnosis of LSS did not require confirmation by 
MRI. However, although MRI is not a gold standard for 
LSS (due to a high number of asymptomatic patients with 
narrowing of the spinal canal5,6), it can influence the 
diagnostic certainty by confirming the clinical diagnosis, 
and information on MRI was therefore collected by ask-
ing: 1) “Has an MRI of the lumbar spine been performed?” 
and 2) “Is the clinical diagnosis confirmed by the MRI?”.

Analysis
The plan for the statistical analysis was developed after the 
development of the questionnaire was finished and documen-
ted in the study protocol (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: 
NCT03910335). According to this plan, the primary analysis 
was the application of a logistic regression model combining 
all items in a linear manner (with age as a continuous vari-
able) and the determination of the corresponding AUC by a 
10-fold cross-validation. In addition, the specificity corre-
sponding to a cut-point with 95% sensitivity was determined. 
The continuation of the cohort study would be regarded as 
justified if we could reach a specificity of at least 68%. With 
this, we could expect a positive predictive value above 25% 
and a frequency of positive test results of 39% with a pre-
valence of 10% in the cohort setting.

The study protocol included a plan to prepare a pub-
lication about the negative results from the case–control 
study, which could include additional analyses planned for 
the cohort study, in case it was decided not to continue the 
cohort study.

We decided to include the following analyses planned 
for the cohort study:

● A description of the diagnostic value of each binary 
item by prevalence, sensitivity, specificity and the diag-
nostic odds ratio. All conditional items will be reported 
only in the subpopulation where the item can be filled 
in. Age will be dichotomized at the median.

● A description of the diagnostic value of each binary 
item beyond age by the diagnostic odds ratio adjusted 
for age.

● A description of the independent value of each binary 
item by reporting the odds ratio from a multivariate 
logistic model with adjustment for all other items 
(full model). Since the condition (item 3) triggering 
the conditional items (item 4–9) is included in the 
model, all items can be included. For this analysis the 
conditional items are recoded as −0.5 and 0.5 within 
patients with leg pain in order to ensure that the 
effect of the conditioning item 3 refers to the differ-
ence between an average patient with leg pain and a 
patient without leg pain.

The study protocol also included a plan to describe the 
distribution of additional variables in LSS and non-LSS 
patients in tabular form.

In addition, we decided post hoc to perform a factor 
analysis with varimax rotation to check the dimensionality 
of the constructs we measured implicitly with our items and 
whether all items relate to these constructs. We further 
decided to report not only the specificity related to a cut- 
point referring to 95% sensitivity but also the specificity of 
cut-points related to a sensitivity of 90% and 85%. In addi-
tion to ordinary logistic regression, we also applied the Lasso 
technique20 in order to obtain a suggestion for a parsimo-
nious model. To obtain a better idea about the overall value of 
our items, we performed a comparison based on the 10 items 
of the ODI. To investigate the sensitivity of the definition of 
the case–control status, we presented an analysis including 
only patients for whom the clinicians at the Spine Centre 
were confident about their decision and an analysis with the 
case–control status based on the results of the MRI for 
patients recruited at the medical department.

Sample Size
The intention was to include a minimum of 100 cases and 
100 controls in the case–control study. One-hundred cases 
would allow an estimate of a sensitivity of 0.95 with a 
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standard error of 0.022. One-hundred controls would allow 
an estimate of a specificity of 0.7 with a standard error of 
0.046. The sample size estimation of the cohort study was 
planned to be based on the results of the case–control study.

Results
Development of the Screening 
Questionnaire
Five papers reporting on diagnostic criteria or screening 
questions for LSS were identified2,10,13,15,16 with a total of 
41 general questions or the presence of symptoms. After 
merging overlapping questions and removing symptoms 
related to clinical examinations, 13 questions remained 
(Table 1). The process of identifying the 13 questions is 
shown in Additional file 1.

It was decided to include an entrance question about 
the presence of leg symptoms as patients without leg 
symptoms would otherwise have to answer irrelevant 
questions which we considered inconvenient for patients.

Four patients participated in individual semi-structured 
interviews. All patients were able to describe the meaning 
of the questions in their own words. One did not find 
question 7c relevant as he did not ride a bike. All other 
questions were found relevant and there were no additional 
suggestions for questions. No new items were developed 
after feedback from the semi-structured interviews. One 
patient noticed that the yes/no categories were forcing an 
answer and suggested the extra categories of “sometimes” 
and “not applicable”. We decided against adding these 
response options as it would complicate the questionnaire.

Evaluation of the Screening 
Questionnaire
Patient Population
The recruitment at the medical department started on 
February 19th, 2019. Due to some technical problems 
with SpineData and its use by the participating clinicians 
during the first months, it was not possible to include all 
eligible patients. Those left out were from the control 

Table 1 Final Screening Questionnaire (Index Test)

For each question, please tick ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to indicate whether you have experienced the 
symptom within the last month. We ask about both pain and numbness. By numbness we
mean pins-and-needles feeling, tingling or numbness.

1. How old are you? _______________years
Yes No

2. Do you have low back pain?
3. Do you sometimes feel pain or numbness in one/both legs or 

buttocks?
(If you answered no in ques!on 3 you have completed the 
ques!onnaire)

The next question is about where you feel the symptoms i.e. pain or 
numbness.
4. Do you feel pain or numbness in both legs or buttocks?
5. Do you feel numbness in the soles of both feet?
The next questions are about what increases your pain or numbness.
6. Does your pain or numbness in one/both legs or buttocks

increase when you:
a) walk?
b) stand for a while?

The next question is about what decreases your pain or numbness.
7. Does your pain or numbness in one/both legs or buttocks 

decrease when you:
a) bend forward?
b) sit?
c) bike?
d) use a shopping cart?

The next questions are about what happens when you walk.
8. Do you bend forward while walking?
9. Do you feel weakness in the legs while walking?
Thank you!

Note: The questionnaire was originally in Danish and has been informally translated for the purpose of this paper.
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group in particular. From April 8th, 2019 and onwards, the 
system was working properly. The surgical departments 
started recruitment on January 22nd, 2019.

Between February 19th, 2019 and October 23rd, 2019, 
2,436 patients gave consent to participate, 2,427 answered 
the entrance question (item 3) of which 87% were positive on 
leg symptoms. A total of 352 (17%) patients were examined 
by a project clinician (reference test) and were included in the 
cohort study. This is lower than the rate we should expect 
according to the workload covered by the clinicians. 
However, in the period from April 8th to June 28th, we 
included 20% of all patients answering item 3, corresponding 
to the expected percentage. During this period, the preva-
lence of LSS in the cohort study was 31%.

After including 107 cases and 138 controls, the recruit-
ment from the surgical departments was stopped. Data were 
extracted from SpineData on June 28th, 2019, and the 
planned interim analysis was conducted. The analysis indi-
cated an insufficient accuracy of the questionnaire, and 
recruitment for the cohort study at the SpineCentre was 
stopped on October 23rd, 2019. At the time of terminating 
data collection, 153 cases and 230 controls had been 

recruited, and our results are based on this population. Of 
these, 31 cases were additional cases recruited by surgical 
departments. Figure 2 displays the flow of the inclusion.

Table 2 presents an overview of the basic patient char-
acteristics as reported by the patients or clinicians. Patients 
included in the study were similar to those not included 
(“Patient population”), except for an underrepresentation 
of unemployed patients and patients receiving a disability 
pension. However, the differences were small. As 
expected, cases tended to be older than controls and con-
sequently were more often retired, and they suffered from 
more severe leg pain and higher disability levels.

Presence and Handling of Missing Values in Single 
Items
All patients answered the entry questions on back pain and 
leg pain. Among the 345 patients confirming the presence of 
leg pain, 88% answered all the remaining 10 items, and the 
maximal number of missing items was four. The maximal 
number of missing values per item was 29 (8.4%) for item 7c 
and 8 (2.3%) for item 7d. All other items had a maximum of 
five missing values. We decided to regard all missing values 

Figure 2 Flowchart showing the number of participants and reasons for exclusion.
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Table 2 Characteristics of Patients Included from Medical Department (SpineData)

Patient Population Sample

Index Test and 
Reference Test (n=352)

Index Test, No 
Reference Test 
(n=2,075)

Cases 
(n=122)

Controls (n=230)

Patient reported information:
Age in years, mean (SD) 66 (9.9) 65 (9.4) 69 (9.8) 64 (9.6)

Age range in years 50–89 50–91 50–89 50–88
Sex (female) 50.3% 52.5% 48.4% 51.3%

ODI score (0–100 scale)
n (<3 missing ODI items) 348 2,041 121 227

Mean (SD) 33.8 (15.8) 36.2 (16.7) 36.5 (16.0) 32.4 (15.6)

p10-p90 16–54 16–60 18–56 16–52

NRS pain intensity (0–10 scale)
Current LBP
n 346 2,054 118 228

Mean (SD) 5.4 (2.6) 5.4 (2.6) 5.4 (2.8) 5.4 (2.5)

p10-p90 2–9 2–8 1–9 2–8
Typical LBP last 14 days

n 347 2,047 119 228

Mean (SD) 6.2 (2.4) 6.2 (2.5) 6.3 (2.7) 6.2 (2.3)
p10-p90 3–9 2–9 2–9 3–9

Worst LBP last 14 days

n 347 2,051 119 228
Mean (SD) 7.4 (2.5) 7.3 (2.6) 7.4 (2.8) 7.4 (2.3)

p10-p90 4–10 3–10 2–10 4–10
Current leg pain

n 345 2,034 121 224

Mean (SD) 4.4 (2.9) 4.7 (2.9) 5.0 (2.8) 4.1 (2.9)
p10-p90 0–8 0–8 1–9 0–8

Typical leg pain last 14 days

n 346 2,014 121 225
Mean (SD) 5.6 (2.9) 5.6 (3.0) 6.6 (2.2) 5.0 (3.0)

p10-p90 1–9 0–9 4–9 0–9

Worst leg pain last 14 days
n 348 2,019 122 226

Mean (SD) 6.4 (3.0) 6.4 (3.1) 7.5 (2.2) 5.9 (3.2)

p10–p90 1–10 0–10 5–10 0–10

Present work situation
n 351 2, 069 122 229
Regular job (full or part time) 29.1% 29.6% 18.0% 34.9%

Subsidised job 4.6% 4.8% 5.7% 3.9%

Studying 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0%
Current work rehabilitation 0.0% 0.9% 0.0% 0.0%

Unemployed 1.7% 4.0% 0.0% 2.6%

Receiving disability pension 5.7% 7.9% 4.1% 6.6%
Retirement pension 55.8% 48.0% 67.2% 49.8%

Housewife or househusband 0.3% 0.8% 0.8% 0.0%

Other 2.9% 3.8% 4.1% 2.2%

(Continued)
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in these 10 items in this group as negative answers, repre-
senting the absence of the condition asked for.

The ODI was filled out by all patients from the medical 
department but was not distributed to the patients from the 
surgical departments. Of these 352 patients, 283 answered 
all 10 items and 59 answered 9 of the 10 items, the 
remaining 10 participants answered at least five items. 
We replaced missing values in single items by a prediction 
from all other items using an ordinal logistic regression 
model.

Diagnostic Value of Single Items
Table 3 depicts the diagnostic value of each single item. 
Except for back pain, we observed a positive association 
for all items. However, the associations remain rather 

moderate with odds ratios of a magnitude between 1.4 and 
3.3. Overall, adjustment for age reduced the odds ratio 
slightly. For nine items, sensitivity was higher than specifi-
city, and for four of them (2, 3, 6a, 6b) a sensitivity above 
80% was reached. Among the four items where specificity 
was higher than sensitivity, one item (5) reached a specificity 
above 80%. Figure 3 shows the sensitivity and specificity of 
each item and illustrates the limited diagnostic accuracy.

Overall Diagnostic Value
When combing all 13 items investigated in this study into 
a single score using logistic regression, we were able to 
reach an AUC of 0.72 with a specificity of 20% when 
aiming at a sensitivity of 95% meaning that the question-
naire would capture 95% of those with LSS but only single 

Table 2 (Continued).  

Patient Population Sample

Index Test and 
Reference Test (n=352)

Index Test, No 
Reference Test 
(n=2,075)

Cases 
(n=122)

Controls (n=230)

Intensity of physical activity in  
recreational activities*

n 346 2,036 119 227

- category 1 24.0% 28.6% 29.4% 21.1%

- category 2 59.0% 54.3% 58.0% 59.5%
- category 3 16.8% 16.6% 11.8% 19.4%

- category 4 0.3% 0.4% 0.8% 0.0%

Clinician reported information:
n 351 121 230

Low back pain 87.2% 88.4% 86.5%
n§ 314 104 210

Unilateral leg symptoms 53.8% 55.8% 52.9%

n§ 333 116 217
Bilateral leg symptoms 30.6% 47.4% 21.7%

Certainty of diagnosis (0–100%)
n 343 117 226

Mean (SD) 81.4 (23.5) 82.6 (18.3) 80.7 (25.9)

p10-p90 50–100 51–100 45–100
Certainty of diagnosis ≥75% 75.2% 73.5% 76.1%

MRI
n 349 122 227

MRI of lumbar spine 45.3% 46.7% 44.5%

n 156 56 100
MRI (if performed) confirmed the clinical diagnosis 76.3% 91.1% 68.0%

Notes: *Activity category 1: “I normally sit and read, watch television, go to the movies, or spend my leisure time with quieter activity”, 2: “I walk, take short trips on the 
bicycle or do other kinds of physical activities at least 4 hours a week”, 3: “I am an active sportsperson, I run, swim, play tennis/badminton at least 3 hours a week. If I do not 
participate in sports, I often do heavy gardening or other demanding leisure time activities, so I belong to this group too.”, or 4: “I participate in competition sports or swim, 
bike, or run long distances several times a week”; §13 clinicians answered “Yes” in both unilateral and bilateral leg pain and therefore excluded. 
Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; ODI, Oswestry Disability Index; NRS, numerical rating scale.
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out 20% of those without LSS. With a lower sensitivity of 
85%, the specificity increased to 44.3%. Considering only 
patients for whom the clinicians were confident about the 
diagnosis did not influence the AUC. Replacing the clin-
ical reference standard with the MRI results, we observed 
a decrease of the AUC to 0.64. When using the ODI items 
as alternative input, we were only able to reach an AUC of 
0.68 with specificities of 9.1% and 30.9%, respectively. 
Details are shown in Table 4.

Results from Multivariate Analysis
When trying to assess the independent value of the single items 
in a multiple logistic regression model (Table 5), we observed 
the odds ratios decrease towards 1 for nearly all items. Only for 
the items 1, 3, 6a, 7a, 7d, and 9, an estimated OR above 1.6 was 
observed, and for four of them, we were able to establish an 
independent value at the 5% significance level. Tibshiarani’s 
Lasso suggested to remove the items 6b, 7c, and 8 in order to 
arrive at a parsimonious model and to assign the highest weight 
(OR above 1.6) to items 1, 3, 6a, and 7a.

Factor Analyses
The results of a factor analysis applied to the 10 additional 
items in the 345 subjects reporting leg pain suggested that a 
2-factor solution could explain nearly all variance. The load-
ing of the items on the two factors are shown in Table 6. We 
observed that all the items related to “pain relief” load on the 
first factor, whereas items related to the “presence or increase 
of symptoms” load on the second factor. Also, the items 
describing that pain increases while walking load on the 
second factor, but the “Do you bend forward while walking?” 
item also loads on the first factor (cross-loading), which may 
reflect that this item also asks for an action to ease pain. 
When applying the two corresponding factor regression 
scores in a logistic regression model controlling for age, 
both were significantly associated with the case–control sta-
tus, and we reached an AUC of 0.72 in this subpopulation.

Discussion
Our study was able to confirm that most of the 13 selected 
items are indeed useful to distinguish between LSS and non- 

Table 3 Diagnostic Value of Single Items in the Questionnaire

Item Prevalence Sensitivity Specificity OR p-value Adj. OR Adj. p-value N

1* 0.56 0.68 0.52 2.28 <0.001 0.92 0.843 383
2 0.90 0.88 0.09 0.67 0.238 0.81 0.557 383

3 0.90 0.95 0.13 3.25 0.004 3.60 0.004 383

4 0.52 0.61 0.55 1.93 0.003 1.76 0.013 345
5 0.23 0.32 0.82 2.16 0.003 1.80 0.027 345

6a 0.77 0.87 0.31 2.95 <0.001 2.81 <0.001 345

6b 0.86 0.88 0.16 1.40 0.297 1.37 0.343 345
7a 0.40 0.53 0.70 2.66 <0.001 2.59 <0.001 345

7b 0.56 0.70 0.55 2.81 <0.001 2.38 <0.001 345
7c 0.31 0.36 0.73 1.53 0.069 1.55 0.072 345

7d 0.54 0.68 0.56 2.71 <0.001 2.49 <0.001 345

8 0.41 0.48 0.64 1.62 0.028 1.29 0.270 345
9 0.65 0.76 0.42 2.36 <0.001 2.01 0.005 345

Note: *Age was dichotomized at 65 years. 
Abbreviation: OR, odds ratio.

Figure 3 Sensitivity and specificity for each of the 13 items. Items that are closer to 
the line have less predictive value.
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LSS in a general clinical population. However, none of them 
reached an association above an OR of 3.3, indicating limited 
usefulness to diagnose LSS. Also, the 13 items together 
could not provide a diagnostic score with a sufficient asso-
ciation deemed reasonable when using the screening tool in a 
clinical setting. We only reached an AUC of 0.72 and a 
specificity of 20% for a fixed sensitivity of 95%. Even 
accepting a sensitivity of 85%, ie overlooking 15% of the 
patients with LSS, would still only be able to single out 44% 
of the patients without LSS.

This somewhat disappointing result cannot be explained 
by having selected the wrong items. In the multivariate model, 
several of the items remained significant, demonstrating an 
independent diagnostic value. Also, many items were selected 
by Tibshirani’s Lasso in an attempt to construct a parsimo-
nious diagnostic model. A factor analysis revealed that the 10 

items applicable in patients with leg pain represent two latent 
factors both related to the presence of LSS and predicting the 
case–control status as well as the 13 items together. There is 
also no indication that the results are due to imperfectness of 
the reference standard. Neither focusing on patients for whom 
the clinicians were certain about the diagnosis nor the use of 
MRI as reference standard was able to improve the results in a 
relevant manner.

In summary, the findings indicate that the 13 items 
simply perform poorly when distinguishing between LSS 
and non-LSS in a general clinical population. Some of our 
items have also been used in previous studies. For exam-
ple, for the item “Pain/symptoms reduced by bending 
forward,” Konno et al9 reported an OR of 12 and 
Aizawa et al10 an OR of almost 8, compared to 2.7 in 
our study. The higher ORs observed in these studies 

Table 4 Overall Diagnostic Value of the Questionnaire

Items Population Number of AUC Specificity Using a 
Cut-Point with a 
Sensitivity of

Cases Controls 95% 90% 85%

Screening questionnaire 

items

All patients 153 230 0.72 20.0% 28.3% 44.3%

Diagnostic certainty ≥75% 122 176 0.71 10.2% 31.3% 44.3%

Case–control status according to MRI or additional 
case

73 114 0.64 13.7% 24.7% 30.1%

ODI items All patients 
with information on ODI

122 230 0.68 9.1% 20.0% 30.9%

Table 5 Diagnostic Odds Ratio Based on a Multiple Logistic Regression Model and on Tibshirani’s Lasso

Logistic Regression Tbishirani’s Lasso

OR p-value OR

1 Age (dichotomized at 65 years) 1.84 0.013 1.63

2 Back pain 0.57 0.143 0.75
3 Leg symptoms 2.99 0.022 2.05

4 Bilateral leg symptoms 1.35 0.265 1.23

5 Symptoms in both feet 1.46 0.223 1.32
6a Symptoms increase when walking 2.67 0.005 2.02

6b Symptoms increase when standing 0.65 0.262 1.00

7a Symptoms decrease when bending 2.00 0.016 1.70
7b Symptoms decrease when sitting 1.49 0.133 1.46

7c Symptoms decrease when biking 1.13 0.654 1.00

7d Symptoms decrease when using shopping cart 1.71 0.056 1.57
8 Bending forward while walking 0.86 0.590 1.00

9 Heavy legs while walking 1.67 0.071 1.43
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illustrate that undoubtedly the item has a value in screen-
ing for LSS, but it is just not good enough for screening in 
a general clinical population.

Diagnostic support tools for screening for LSS have 
previously been developed by Konno et al9 who suggested 
a 10-item questionnaire (SSHQ) designed to distinguish 
LSS from other specific diagnoses of leg pain and to 
differentiate subtypes of LSS. The questionnaire was 
developed in a pre-surgical LSS population and validated 
in a secondary care population with primary symptoms of 
pain or numbness in the legs due to either LSS, lumbar 
disc herniation, diabetic neuropathy or peripheral vascular 
disease. The questionnaire performed well in the valida-
tion cohort with sensitivity and specificity for LSS of 84% 
and 78% and an AUC of 0.78 (95% CI 0.69–0.87).9 Also, 
Aizawa et al10 developed a 15-item questionnaire to dis-
tinguish between LSS and lumbar disc herniation in 
patients with leg symptoms. This questionnaire also per-
formed well with sensitivity and specificity for LSS calcu-
lated to be 93% and 85% and an AUC of 0.95 (95% CI 
0.93–0.97).10 The performance of our screening tool is not 
in line with these results. This is most likely due to the 
different purposes of the questionnaires and thereby the 
choice of population in which the questionnaires are devel-
oped and tested. The two questionnaires mentioned above 
were developed to distinguish between LSS and other 
specific diagnoses of leg symptoms, whereas our screening 
questionnaire was developed to distinguish between LSS 

and all other causes of leg symptoms including the non- 
specific causes which are probably the largest group.21 

Therefore, our population was likely more heterogenic 
and consequently had a large proportion of patients with-
out LSS but with overlapping or similar symptoms.

There seems to be a need for a diagnostic questionnaire 
to determine the presence of LSS symptoms among a 
general clinical population. Even though the SSHQ ques-
tionnaire was developed to differentiate specific causes of 
leg symptoms in a secondary care setting, it has also been 
used to estimate the prevalence of LSS in general 
populations.22–24 In our opinion, such usage of a question-
naire not developed or validated in a relevant population is 
questionable and should be avoided.

There are some limitations to this study. Based on 
clinical experience from the Spine Centre, it was estimated 
that the prevalence of LSS would be about 10%. 
Consequently, recruitment of a very large population to 
sufficiently power the cohort study was necessary. We, 
therefore, chose to include a case–control study in the 
design as not to inconvenience patients and clinicians 
unnecessarily. However, during the period with no techni-
cal system error, the prevalence of LSS was 31%. 
Therefore, in hindsight, including a case–control study 
may not have been necessary.

A prevalence of 31% may seem high for a population 
from secondary care. However, a recently published sys-
tematic review8 of the prevalence of LSS in different 

Table 6 Results of Factor Analysis (Varimax Rotation)

No. Question Factor 1 - Symptom 
Relieve

pcFactor 2 – Presence or 
Increase of Symptoms

4 Do you feel pain or numbness in both legs or buttocks? 0.100 0.373

5 Do you feel numbness in the soles of both feet? −0.041 0.362

6a Does your pain or numbness in one or both legs or buttocks increase when 
you walk?

0.069 0.515

6b Does your pain or numbness in one or both legs or buttocks increase when 

you stand for a while?

0.163 0.339

7a Does your pain or numbness in one or both legs or buttocks decrease when 

you bend forward?

0.627 0.039

7b Does your pain or numbness in one or both legs or buttocks decrease when 
you sit?

0.397 0.265

7c Does your pain or numbness in one or both legs or buttocks decrease when 
you bike?

0.400 −0.070

7d Does your pain or numbness in one or both legs or buttocks decrease when 

you use a shopping cart?

0.609 0.086

8 Do you bend forward while walking? 0.281 0.324

9 Do you feel weakness in the legs while walking? 0.077 0.492
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populations reported a pooled prevalence estimate of 29% 
(95% CI: 22–36%) from nine study samples investigating 
secondary care populations. The largest of the nine studies 
(n=125,796) measured LSS in registry data by means of 
ICD-10 codes whereas eight studies used “Expert opinion” 
as a case definition. Although eight out of nine studies had 
a high risk of bias the results are somewhat comparable to 
our findings, suggesting that our prevalence estimate could 
be reliable.

As there is no gold-standard diagnostic tool for LSS, the 
reference test was dependent on the individual clinical 
assessment. The use of an imperfect reference standard 
may have introduced bias.25 We, therefore, introduced a 
scale measuring the clinician’s level of diagnostic certainty 
enabling us to only include those with high levels of cer-
tainty. Also, even though MRI findings are not strongly 
correlated with clinical symptoms of LSS, it may increase 
the diagnostic certainty by confirming or rejecting the diag-
nosis. Finally, cases recruited at the surgical departments 
were considered to have a higher diagnostic accuracy as 
they were awaiting surgery for LSS. However, none of the 
above-mentioned initiatives made substantial changes to the 
performance of the questionnaire indicating that imperfect-
ness of the reference standard could not explain the poor 
performance of the screening questionnaire.

LSS is often divided into either central canal stenosis 
which causes bilateral leg symptoms and recess or foram-
inal stenosis that causes unilateral leg symptoms and 
sometimes resembles radiculopathy. The questionnaire 
was designed to include both types of LSS although item 
4 “Do you feel pain or numbness in both legs or but-
tocks?” and item 5 “Do you feel numbness in the soles 
of both feet?” aimed at the central canal stenosis. The 
radicular type would typically not benefit from bending 
forward or sitting, although there is a large variation in 
clinical symptoms that needs to be acknowledged.

LSS may often co-exist with other conditions, and 
although clinicians are trained to look for and identify 
competing diagnoses, we did not register the occurrence 
of co-existing disease which could be a limitation to the 
study. However, the presence of differential diagnoses 
should have led to a lower level of diagnostic certainty 
and this would not have affected the analysis including 
only cases with high levels of diagnostic certainty.

The selection of the questions included in the screening 
tool was based on questions and symptoms from pre-
viously published literature regarding diagnostic criteria 
for LSS. The selection of the questions included in the 

screening tool was based on questions and symptoms from 
previously published literature regarding diagnostic cri-
teria for LSS. These also included the presence of LBP 
although this symptom is not expected to be specific for 
LSS and is not part of the description of the disease 
guidelines.26,27 Rather than choosing a limited number of 
questions, we included a broad spectrum excluding only 
overlapping questions, questions not related to LSS or 
clinical examination findings. The questionable role of 
LBP as an indicator is actually corroborated by our 
study, with LBP being the only item with an OR less 
than one. Alternatively, we could have chosen to include 
a Delphi process based on expert opinion to select the 
most relevant questions. However, three2,15,16 of the five 
identified papers were already based on large expert sur-
veys from 2013, 2016 and 2018, respectively, and it is 
therefore unlikely that redoing the process would have 
brought about new questions. On the contrary, this study 
may inform future research focusing on identifying new 
dimensions to identify LSS patients rather than confirming 
questions already included. This may be accomplished by 
qualitative research initiatives based on patient interviews 
to help develop the questions. The present study was 
conducted by a team of clinicians, researchers and a sta-
tistician, but future research with a focus on identifying 
new dimensions and development of questions would ben-
efit from including team members with a professional 
background, eg biomedical linguists, anthropologists and 
in particular patients. Ideally, patients or patient represen-
tatives should be directly involved in both designing and 
conducting such studies. Also, further development of a 
screening questionnaire could explore questions ruling out 
known differential diagnosis. However, it is also possible 
that identifying patients with LSS in a heterogeneous 
population of patients with LBP with and without leg 
pain may not actually be possible by means of a 
questionnaire.

Conclusions
The results of this study could confirm that the items selected 
for the score are associated with LSS and hence have some 
potential to identify LSS patients. However, the degree of 
association was insufficient to define a score with acceptable 
accuracy. Some items demonstrated a high sensitivity to 
detect LSS patients, but were too frequent in patients without 
LSS, as indicated by low specificities. Factor analyses sug-
gest that our items cover two relevant constructs in detecting 
LSS, namely “Symptom relieve” and “Presence or increase 
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of symptoms” of symptoms. However, there is a need to 
identify additional dimensions of pain and symptoms in 
LSS patients or to improve the assessment of these dimen-
sions reflected by our items in order to obtain a reliable 
instrument for screening purposes.

Abbreviations
AUC, area under the curve; CI, confidence Interval; LSS, 
lumbar spinal stenosis; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; 
NRS, numerical rating scale; ODI, Oswestry Disability 
Index.
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